FINANCIAL COMPLEXITY MADE CLEAR

Fulcrum is a forensic accounting, finance, and economics consulting firm specializing in complex litigation, investigation and appraisal issues. We provide accurate, thoughtful and customized analysis, which we present in a clear and persuasive manner. Our experts possess a broad range of specialties which enable us to serve numerous industries and both large and small companies.

Fulcrum’s experience and insight provides the following advantages:

- Our careful economic analysis and industry research, presented through effective witness testimony and graphics, gives juries the basis to determine proper damage amounts.

- Modeling techniques for lost profits, disgorgement, and forecasting assignments are reliable and reflect the experience of over a thousand prior analyses by our personnel.

- Accounting fraud and other financial investigations are thorough yet quick because our experts ask the right questions at the beginning.

- The combination of appraisal research and deep experience provides valuation conclusions that withstand scrutiny, even for intangible assets, closely-held businesses and other difficult-to-appraise interests.

- Our tenacious consultants know where to look for insights that provide proper royalties, insurance recoveries, and other payments due under your contracts.

Providing testimony and neutral assignments in:

- Forensic accounting
- Lost profits & disgorgement
- Business valuation
- Intellectual property
- Personal injury & wrongful termination
- Royalty & fraud audits

Leverage Our Expertise

The principals at Fulcrum have combined worked as experts for over 75 years, serving a broad range of firms and industries in both litigation and non-litigation settings.

David Nolte is a CPA, an Accredited Senior Appraiser (ASA), a Certified Management Accountant (CMA) and an MBA. Over his 40 years of experience, Mr. Nolte has testified over 500 times in deposition and over 200 times at trial.

Renee Howdeshell is a CPA and a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE). Ms. Howdeshell has over 20 years of experience and a decade of expert witness testimonies involving her forensic accounting, valuation and economic damages assignments.

Nicole Liska is an ABD with a Masters in economics. Ms. Liska has extensively testified in deposition and at trial in matters regarding her economic expertise and personal injury and wrongful termination damages engagements.
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